
AIR JACKS

◘ INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL INFORMATION.
◘ CP3985 ‘STANDARD DUTY’ AIR JACKS.
◘ CP3945 ‘HEAVY DUTY’ AIR JACKS.
◘ AIR JACK LANCE AND CONNECTOR.

◘ AIR JACK SERVICING KITS.
◘ SAFETY PROPS.
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Part 
Numbers. Part Number Description. Weight. Dim’n 

‘A’
Bore
Size.

Lift 
Capacity.

Operating 
Pressure 

Maximum.

Safety 
Prop.

CP3985 STANDARD DUTY AIR JACKS
CP3985-150 150mm stroke - with Aluminium foot 0.83Kg 224mm

54.0mm 675Kg 30 Bar.

CP3985-15CP3985-150EV 150mm stroke - with exhaust valve & Aluminium foot 0.88Kg
CP3985-230 230mm stroke - with Aluminium foot 1.07Kg 325mm CP3985-23CP3985-230EV 230mm stroke - with exhaust valve & Aluminium foot 1.12Kg
CP3985-310 310mm stroke - with Aluminium foot 1.34Kg 425mm CP3985-31CP3985-310EV 310mm stroke - with exhaust valve & Aluminium foot 1.39Kg

CP3945 HEAVY DUTY AIR JACKS
CP3945-230 230mm stroke - with Stainless steel foot 1.28Kg 325mm

54.0 675kg 30 Bar.
CP3985-23CP3945-230EV 230mm stroke - with exhaust valve & Stainless steel foot 1.33Kg

CP3945-310 310mm stroke - with Stainless steel foot 1.60kg 425mm CP3985-31CP3945-310EV 310mm stroke - with exhaust valve & Stainless steel foot 1.65Kg

Repair Kits CP3985-1RK - for  CP3985 Air jacks. CP3985-11RK - for  CP3945 Air jacks.
Spares Note: The mounting ring CP2820-110 are also available to order separately.

AP Racing range of Aluminium Air Jacks have a compression spring rather than the conventional tension return spring system. This makes the Air 
Jack faster and more effi cient in operation with a lift capacity of 675kg, per air jack at 30 Bar operating pressure.

INTRODUCTION.
AP Racing Air Jacks are designed to be both lightweight and reliable and are used by many teams and manufactures in 
Sport Cars / Touring Cars plus many other series around the world.
The two available options are:-
- CP3985 is the ‘standard duty’ version with an aluminium foot.
- CP3945 is the ‘heavy duty’ version, dimensional identical to CP3985 but with a larger ram section making all variants 
approximately 30-40g heavier and a stainless steel foot.

- Available with or without a built in exhaust valve which can be throttled to adjust speed of descent. A range of acces-
sories including safety props, lances & connectors are also available.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Do not exceed the recommended operating pressure of 30 Bar.

WARNING.
Explosive release of the energy stored in compressed air can be dangerous. 
Please read the notes below. Jacks & air connections should be examined regularly for signs of damage.

Note: CP3985/CP3945 families replace CP2985, which is no longer available. Information on CP2985 & CP2995 will 
remain on our website as a guide only. 

RECONDITIONING.
AP Racing have introduced two tool kits to enable a user to recondition their Air Jacks. 
◘ CP4985-20 kit contains all tools necessary to recondition all CP3985 & CP3945 Air Jacks. See page 144 for information.
◘ CP4985-10 kit contains all tools necessary to recondition all CP2985 style Jacks. Visit our website:

SAFETY, INSTALLATION & USE.
- Never work under a vehicle supported only by Air Jacks unless safety props are fi tted. 
- Do not use ‘U’ bolt type clamps as distortion of the body will cause the Air Jack to stick. 
- Do not loosen or remove adaptor. Jacks must be vertical during operation, Mounting brackets or clamps to be fi tted to threaded section of body only. 
- Do not use petrol or paraffi n for cleaning the Air Jacks as this will damage the rubber seals.  
- Use an alcohol based cleaning fl uid e.g. Methylated spirit. 
- Use only silicone spray or silicone grease when internal lubrication is necessary. 
NOTE: CP3985 Air Jack have an M14 female inlet and connections

AIR JACK - General Information, CP3985 & CP3945 Air Jacks
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ADAPTOR:- CP3985-144

M14 RO JIC 6 (9/16” UNF)

MATERIAL: ALUMINIUM

COPPER GASKET: Kl44523

9/16”UNFM14 x 1.5

14.00

5.80

14.00

19 A/FLATS

ADAPTOR:- CP3985-145

M14 RO JIC 8 (3/4” x 16UNF)

MATERIAL: ALUMINIUM

COPPER GASKET: Kl44523

3/4”x16 UNFM14 x 1.5

14.00

5.80

16.00

22 A/FLATS

6.4

CP3985 & CP3945 SERIES - AIR JACKS.

jbennett
Note
Smaller versions of installation drawing have been added to certain sections of this catalogue. However full installation drawings are available to the majority of part numbers, and a button has been added to view them. Simply by pressing the (View Drawing) button you will access an A4 drawing in a separate window. To return to the catalogue, simply close the drawing window. Some Drawings have more than one part number and pages attached. This can be identified by looking at the bottom of the window at the page indictor.

http://www.apracing.com/drawings/CP3985-1CD.pdf
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AIR JACK - Accessories

CP3985 TYPE SAFETY PROPS.
These one piece machined from billet 
aluminium safety devices have been designed 
to be clipped around the ram of the air jack 
when fully extended to prevent accidental 
withdrawal of the ram. 
The air jack safety prop has an integral billet 
handle (where specifi ed) and an anodised 
surface fi nish for durability. 
Handle fi tted to all props except CP3985-15.
(Safety Props must be ordered separately)

◘ CP3985-31
For use with 
CP3985-310, 
CP3985-310EV,
CP3945-310 & 
CP3945-310EV 

◘ CP3985-23 
For use with 
CP3985-230, 
CP3985-230EV, 
CP3945-230 & 
CP3945-230EV

◘ CP3985-15 
For use with 
CP3985-150 & 
CP3985-150EV

CP2985-7 EXHAUST VALVE.
This exhaust valve was designed for CP2985 and 
CP2995 Air Jacks types which are no longer available.

CP2985-7 Exhaust Valve is 
supplied in kit form which can be 
fi tted by the customer and to other 
makes of Air jacks if required. 

IMPORTANT: 
Maximum operating limit = 20Bar

The kit is supplied as a single exhaust valve with two 
rubber seals and a pressure sealing ring for fi tting to 
CP2985 & CP2995 Air Jack types only. 
CP3985 and CP3945 Air Jack  types have built in 
exhaust valve available as an option. 
Care should be taken so that the rubber seals are 
located correctly in the pressure sealing ring when the 
exhaust valve is screwed down on the male adaptor 
on top of the Air Jack. The Exhaust Valve should be 
positioned so that the outlet face is not obstructed and 
also that the pressure fl ow of air does not damage 
anything within the car.

To complement the range of Air Jacks, AP Racing offer a new lighter lance design (CP6116-15) used with Connector & Valve (CP6116-3) or Connector 
(CP6116-4). Designed to have high fl ow and positive operation. The Connector Valve CP6116-3 has a two position valve to release system pressure.

- Maximum operating pressure 40BAR . N.B. Lance & Connectors are NOT interchangeable with previous CP6006 Series part.

Installation:
1. Attach the connector valve assembly to vehicle and link to Air Jacks.
2. Attach air line to the lance assembly.

Connecting:
3. With the valve in its open position, offer the lance assembly squarely on to the snap on 
connector of the valve assembly.
4. Push the lance into place until it latches onto the valve. The valve will close automatically.

Disconnection:
5. Pull the whole lance assembly off the valve. The valve will remain closed and the Air 
Jacks extended.

Venting The Air Jacks, with CP6116-3 Connector Valve:
6. Open the valve by pulling the operating sleeve fully out.

Venting The Air Jacks, with CP6116-4 Connector:
6. As there is no valve, the air will be released as soon as the lance is removed.

Weights - CP6116-15 = 650g / CP6116-3 = 180g / CP6116-4 = 70g.
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CP6116 AIR JACK LANCE AND CONNECTORS.

Maintenance:
To maintain the lance it is recommended to spray 
silicone separator. Spray down the nose of the 
lance and then engage the lance onto the connec-
tor for 3 or 4 times to work spray in.

CUSTOMER NOTES

jbennett
Note
Smaller versions of installation drawing have been added to certain sections of this catalogue. However full installation drawings are available to the majority of part numbers, and a button has been added to view them. Simply by pressing the (View Drawing) button you will access an A4 drawing in a separate window. To return to the catalogue, simply close the drawing window. Some Drawings have more than one part number and pages attached. This can be identified by looking at the bottom of the window at the page indictor.

http://www.apracing.com/drawings/cp6116-1cd.pdf
http://www.apracing.com/drawings/cp2985-7cd.pdf
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CP3985 & CP3945 AIR JACK SERVICING 
INSTRUCTIONS.

CP4985-20 TOOL KIT FOR USE WITH
CP3985-1RK & -11RK REPAIR KITS.

DIS-ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS.
1.   Hold the Air Jack in a vice using the pair of threaded Body Clamps 
(Tool 1). Do not over tighten. (See Fig 1.)

2.   Locate Pin Tool (Tool 2) into the Bearing Housing holes and unscrew 
anti-clockwise out of the Air Jack Body using either a Torque spanner and 
a 21mm socket or using a Tommy bar (not supplied) through the hole in 
the Pin Tool. (See Fig 1.)

3.   Once the Bearing housing is unscrewed completely from the Body, 
the  Air Jack Piston Assembly can be withdrawn from the Body in one 
piece. (See Fig 2.)

4.   If only cleaning and lubrication is to be carried out, then there is no 
need to dis-assemble the Air Jack further, but if the assembly is to be 
stripped down for replacement of all Bearings and Seals, then the follow-
ing instructions apply.

5.   Manually slide the Bearing Housing along the Air Jack Ram, com-
pressing the Spring and slip the pair of Ram Clamps (Tool 3) around the 
Ram and between the Bearing Housing and the foot. Carefully release 
the Spring load to grip the Clamps.
See Fig 3.)
 
SAFETY NOTICE:- THE PENT UP SPRING FORCE IS POTENTIALLY 
HAZARDOUS, SO THIS OPERATION SHOULD BE CARRIED OUT WITH 
GREAT CARE, TO AVOID ACCIDENTS.

6.  Hold the assembly in a vice using the Ram Clamps. Do not over tighten.

Fig 1. Fig 2.

Fig 3. Fig 4.

Fig 5.

Fig 6.

Tool 1.
CP4985-111

Tool 4.
CP4985-109

Tool 2.
CP4985-110 Tool 3.

CP4985-108

7.  Using Pin Tool (Tool 4) engaged in the holes in the foot, rotate anti-
clockwise to unscrew the foot from the Ram. (See Fig 4.)

8.  Carefully slacken the vice grip to release the assembly, (bearing in 
mind the safety note above in instruction 5). The Bearing Housing, 
small Bearing, Spring and Spacer (If fi tted) can now be removed from 
the Piston Assembly.

9.  The End Cap can be removed from the Body if necessary, using the 
Body Clamps (Tool 1) and a spanner applied to the 30mm fl ats on the 
Cap. (See Fig 5.)

10. Likewise the Inlet Adaptor can be unscrewed from the Cap using 
standard spanners to access the Valve Seal.

11. The Air Jack is now suffi ciently dis-assembled to clean, lubricate and 
fi t replacement parts.

SERVICING AND RE-ASSEMBLY.
These notes assume that all metal components are in a re-usable 
condition. If any component is damaged beyond use, then the Air Jack 
should either be returned to AP Racing for full reconditioning, including 
replacement of the damaged components, or additional replacement parts 
will need to be ordered.

1.  Remove all 3 O-Rings and the Valve Cup Seal from the Cap, Inlet Adap-
tor and Piston and remove both plastic Bearings and discard. Make note 
of the orientation of the Valve Cup Seal, in order to re-assemble correctly 
later. Thoroughly clean all other metal components. Use an alcohol based 
cleaning fl uid i.e. Methylated Spirit or warm soapy water. 
DO NOT USE ANY PETROLEUM BASED CLEANERS AS THESE WILL 
DAMAGE THE RUBBER SEALS.

2.  Use the 3 O-rings, the Valve Seal and the two Bearings contained in 
Repair Kit CP3985-1RK to replace those parts discarded. In order to install 
the larger Bearing, it will be necessary to split it as shown in the instructions 
included in the repair kit. The smaller Bearing need not be split to install.

3.  There is an O-Ring bonded into a groove in the foot to act as return 
stop, if this is missing or damaged, then it can be replaced with one from 
the repair kit. Use a small amount of Loctite 406 to fi x the new O-Ring 
to the foot.

4.  Apply Silicon Spray lubricant to the main Bore of the Body and pack 
the Main O-Ring groove of the piston with Silicon Grease as shown in 
(fi g 6.). Take care not to allow lubricant onto any of the threads that are 
to be bonded with Loctite.

5. Re-assembly is the exact reverse of the operations listed above.

6.  The Foot is to be bonded to the Ram and the Cap is to be bonded into 
the Body using Loctite 270. 
Ensure threads are clean, apply Loctite Activator 7649 and then apply one 
complete circumferential ring of Loctite to the fi rst turn only of the Male 
thread. Do not apply excess Loctite. 
With the Activator applied, the Loctite will set quickly, so apply the Loctite 
activator only just prior to threading any pair of parts together. Quickly 
screw parts together until fully seated, ensuring that any O-Rings are 
correctly positioned and are not cut. Using the same tools used for 
dis-assembly, tighten all parts securely.Use a compressed air supply of 
5 Bar maximum to check for leaks.

AIR JACK - CP3985 Servicing
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